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Abstract
Nowadays the more and more accumulated morbidity and mortality 
statistics and the computerized heatth data hanks make it possihie ttnd 
necessary to work out new methods for epidemiological investigations. This 
article raises the idea that the totality of the diseases appearing in any popu­
lation might he subjected to investigation without the separate investiga­
tion of the individual diseases. The situation might he compared to that 
of the flotistics and plant sociology. A simple example for the study oi the 
totality of the diseases could he the investigation of the regularity of the 
distribution among the categories, for wit h we use the relative diversity. 
This index has become quite wide-spread in the last decades in hiosociolo- 
gical and ecological investigations. Distributions with characteristically 
small diversities had been investigated earlier in econometry and in statis­
tical linguistics (see: Pareto-distribution and Zipfs Law).
The opportunities offered by the diversity studies are demonstrated 
by some ISA mortality statistics. In the majouty of the disease sections 
the diversity of the distribution of the deaths among the ICD categories 
of causes of death culminates around 15 — 35 years of age, alter that it 
decreases. The diversity of the female groups is mostly larger than that of 
the male groups. On the graph curves made from the diversity indices, one 
could observe certain differences among the white, the negro and other 
races. Here one should consider the diflerences in life-style (way of life). 
In the case of some sections, the diversity curves of men show a charac­
teristic hollow around 50 —(it) years of age, which could be explained by 
special civilizational cftects. Both diagnostical and biological factors take 
part in the formation of the character of the diversity curves. For a more 
detailed study further investigations and considerations are needed.
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Introduction
!n genera!, the chief aim of preparing comprehensive morbidity and 
mortality statistics is to offer in a given circtc in specified detai! a snrvev 
ot tiie rate and totatity of ttie tisted diseases ¡rnd causes ofdeath. instead (if 
taking hold of the group of data together, however, the mortality and 
morbidity rates arc studied separately, without exetuding. natural]y. their 
comparison. Generally, the view that would corrsiderevervdiseaseasoneof 
the many without discussing individua] morbidity rates and that would turn 
attention to the characteristics of the "pattern of diseases" of the studied 
population does not gain ground. Although exploring certain intercon­
nections is possible evidently only if a wider circle of phenomena is comp­
rehended. just as floristic and faunistic r esearch cannot substitute the explo­
ration of biosoeiologieal and ecological connections.
The question arises, naturally, wether the totality of diseases and 
causes of death in a population can be considered as a natural object of 
investigation, as the flora and fauna of a biotopological unit can. Most of 
the diseases and causes of death themselves are not so well definable entities 
as the species of the living world ([2 ], [5], [10]. [14]). Still, it is possible 
that a more comprehensive study of the great number of morbiditv and 
especially that of mortality statistics at our disposal leads to the discovery 
of new phenomena [ 1 ! ].
One of the reasons of the certain disinterest in the collections of health 
statistics is that they are trot sufficiently informative for the investigators 
in the field, while the comprehensive studies and methods are rather neg­
lected [3]. Only the investigation of health status index, used as a global 
index-number ol the health status oi the population can Ire mentioned here. 
In developing its different variety, however, mainly health-organizational, 
economical and sociological aspects took a prominent part [ 1 ].
1 'he dn/cy o/ dd'crcd/g. that has been used for the analysis of floristic 
and launistic statistics for a long time, can also be suitable for the studv 
of the morbidity data in accordance with the above criteria.
Since the 1020 s G a r t h s i d e. t o r b c t. \\ i 1 I i a m s and others 
have been reporting a characteristic feature of the entomological material 
collected by them: it was striking that a great number of the collected indi­
viduals belonged to only a few species, while most of the represented species 
was represented by only a few or only a single individua! ([21 ]. 117]). it 
was observed on the entomological, ornitologica! and other materials 
collected under various circumstances that ranking the frequencies, the fre­
quency of the species decreases rapidly and in a characteristic way. For the 
analysis of this characteristic distribution, starting off from binomial coef­
ficients, sequences as probability distributions were used ([2 1 ]. [l!)l).
It has to be mentioned that similar distribution has been described 
concerning word-frequencies within a given text [22], furthermore, this 
feature can be observed in the case of Pareto-distribution discussed fre­
quently in econometrics. In the statistical discussion of the special litera-
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tme the direction of investigation goes hack to i.otka (see dc S o t )  a 
P r i c e  [18]).
Returning to hioiogica! aspects, beside exten-ive faunistic and fioristic 
materia], simitar fjuestions have been raised beforehand in the investigation 
of parasitological statistics ([2 1 ]. cha))ter 8).
Diversity is w idely studied today in ecotogical and biospheric research.
ft was H e r d a n in 1957 who was one of the fitst ones to apply the 
method for morbidity statistics [6]. Beside investigating the distribution of 
diagnosis of hospitalized patients in Fngland and Wales he was also dealing 
with the measurement of diversity. In his pioneer-like paper he took up 
the position that the nature of the frequency distributions of diagnoses 
stands between the frequency distribution ot words and that oi taxons in 
biology. In accordance with his view he considers the numerical characteris­
tics of diagnosis distribution adequate for the investigation oi dilferent 
diagnosis practices.
The interesting studies of H e r d a n. however, were not ( O . Tinned.
H. g.. recently, H o p k e r [8] touched upon the method of ranking diag­
nosis frequencies, referring just to Z i p f's linguistic observations, but he 
does not even mention H e r d a n's paper.
As it has been indicated earlier, in our view-, drawing a parallel bet­
ween the analysis of the statistics of morbidity and mortality and that of 
floristics-faunistics comprises a lot of unexploited possibilities. For this 
reason, as a first step we starter! to study the index of diversity of the fre­
quency distribution of morbidity and mortality.
An interesting phenomenon could be observed even atour iirst attempt: 
the index of diversity of hospitalized female patient groups was generally 
greater than that of the corresponding male groups [12 ].
A similar study was carried out on the Hungarian mortality statistics 
as prepared according to the "A" list of the Internationa! Code of Diseases 
(K'D): the same phenomenon could be observed, here too [13].
Recently we described the lognormality of frequency distributions oi 
death cases on 1*. S. mortality data [13a]. (Distribution of the frequencies 
is an other side of the diversity problem).
Materials and methods
In further studies we planned to continue our investigations on a more 
detailed and more generally known statistical material, laying special emp­
hasis on the sex differences in the index of diversity.
Material meeting these requirements can be found primarily in the 
field of mortality statistics. Finally, we decided upon the annual publi­
cation of Vital Statistics of the United States, the second volume of which 
contains mortality data [19]. The studied part is based on the three-digit 
list of R D and has the following advantages:
n) usually the number of categories within the sections of K'D is 
sufficiently great
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the frequency data is relatively large. as compared to simitar sta­
tistics
the age groups contain the same number of years, not even older 
ages are com)¡inert
d) division according to race makes tire introduction of a new aspect 
of investigation possible.
The categories of causes of death are indicated according to the Rth 
revision of 1(1) with some modifications that are unimportant for us.
Naturally. other mortality statisticat data are atso suitabte tor similar 
anatvsis.
The anatysis was carried out only on sections !.. !!.. III., !V., V!l., 
!X., X. and XI \ . The rest oi the categories were excluded because of the 
small number of causes, or because the statistics of the category did not 
make it possible to compare diversity indices as a function of sex. Section 
K XVII. was excluded because of the spccid nature of its causes of health. 
A dilferent human biological concept is feasible, however, which requires 
the jobd considetation of rrrry mortality category.
The categories to which several, quite different causes of death were 
assigned were excluded front the studied sections. K. g. the category "( )ther 
tubereulosis including late effects", that includes the tuberculosis of the 
urogenital system, tuberculosis of other organs ami the late effects of 
tuberculosis (categories "16. "17. "!") was left out. The four digit subcate- 
gories were reduced into the three digit categories. Although the derision 
concerning exclusions and contractions contain subjective elements also, 
still, the inclusion ofall of the mortality categories would not have been 
eorrect.
Accordingly, a certain index ol'divcrsity of deaths belonging to a given 
race. sex. age group and disease section, is connected to the distribution 
of causes of death within the categories. It is important to note that if a 
cause of death was left out. the corresponding deaths were also omitted.
For rough information some characteristics of the studied ]<)74 statis­
tics are reported in the first two columns of Table I .
Measuring the diversity
Several indices have been suggested as the measure of the diversity 
of class frequencies ([16]. j 7 [ [14]). From among the so caller! /d;7/mda- 
iadea is of central importance, its formula is:
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where N (^  0) is the number of elements in the universe, s is the number 
o! subclasses. X, (i = 1. . . . . .  s) is the number of elements in the i-th
subclass.
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Evidently, II can he considered as the approximation of entropy of the 
polynomial disttibution with paratneters s. [)̂  ]q. - - ., p, from tire satuplc,
where the approximation of probability p, is Since H depends upon
the s number of subclasses, from many aspects the quotient
is a more adequate index, where H„„,x is the maxima! H value that can tie 
reached in the case of s number of subclasses. Its formula is:
where [ ] is the siyn of entier function atid r = X —s . in cases oi large 
number of etements and pre-fixed number of categotios the quantity
is a good approximation of J. in the numerator of which the so called X/ma- 
7?m;-mdea: can be found.
The above quantity -) is called the rc/a/df r/mer.sib/of the distribution. 
Henceforth -i will be mentioned simply as the index ot diversity.
The statistical problems ot the diiierent indices oi diversity ate dealt 
with by many authors ([16]. [hi).
The index of diversity was calculated by a computer program in 
FORTRAN IV. according to the previously described (brmula. The loga­
rithm of the factorials of numbers greater than 4.1 were approximated bv 
Stirling's formula. It has to be noted that the value ot -I falls always bet­
ween 0 and 1. and that the diversity for the degenerate case with N = 1 was 
not interpreted.
In order to sum up the calculated indices of diversity curves were 
drawn from the series of diversity indices belonging to the given disease 
section and race (Figs. 1, 2 and 3a).
We wanted to demonstrate as much curves as possible, because, in 
accordance with the aim of this paper, the informative role of the curves 
is great. In choosing the curves we attempted to demonstrate examples 
for as much characteristic features as possible. It is not possible, of course, 
to show all the curves, and those curves where the total rates for the diffe­
rent age groups were very small were not drawn at all.
The first point of the curve is not connected to the second, indicating 
that it belongs to the 0 year age group (infant mortality). The second point
is connected to the third, although the second point belongs to the 1—4 
year age group, thus, as distinguished from the rest of the age groups, it 
includes only 4 years. Naturally, we could have given the index of diversity 
of the age [group 0 — 4 (i. e. those below 3 years of age), but because of 
the special nature of infant mortality this age group could not be compared 
with the other groups at all. For this reason we found the present illustra­
tion more informative.
The curves of larger frequency data are naturally much smoother than 
the others because of the relatively small sampling fluctuation. On the 
other hand, in sections where relatively small amount of the total death 
cases were included in the investigation (sections VI., VIII. and X., see 
Table 1), one has to be careful in interpreting the indices of diversity and 
the curves. The small number of categories in sections III.. VI.. X. and 
XIV. also warns us to be careful.
Depending on one's point of view one could emphasize different cha­
racteristics of the curves, thus, we cannot enter into all the details of our 
analysis. The following facts are worthwile to mention bv all means: — The 
maximal element of the diversity index is mostly between the 13th and 
35th years of life. E. g. see the curves in Fig. 1. and curves ĉ ) in Fig. 2.
— The indices of diversity in the middle age-groups are greater for 
females than for the corresponding male groups, almost without exception.
— After reaching a maximum generally there is a continuously dec­
reasing tendency (e. g. see most of the curves in Figs. !. and 2.). t o  this 
only sections VI. and X. (diseases of the nervous system and sense organs, 
and diseases of the urogenital system) are exceptions where the curves run 
differently (Fig. 2., curves anil ĉ l). In sections 11.. VII. and IX. (neo­
plasms. deseases of the circulatory system, diseases of the digestive svstem) 
the second rising part (Fig. 1., curves and c). and Fig. 2.. curves e)) can 
be traced back to the cessation of the cause eliciting the previous marked 
decrease.
The occuring characteristic hollow is more marked in the male group, 
and is the most prominent in the white male group in section V11. (disease 
of the circulatory system, Fig. !.. curves ej). A similar tendency can be 
seen in section VI ! 1. (diseases of the respiratory system) in the white race 
also (Fig. 2., curves/)).
Since the difference between the corresponding curves of the different 
races was unambiguous and trivial, in order to increase the number of ele­
ments the diversity indices were calculated after combining the data of the 
different races. At this point, naturally, the number of outstanding peaks 
due to sampling fluctuation decreased. The curves are very similar to those 
of the white race. The reason for this is that the role of the distribution of 
the groups with large number of elements plays is greater than the arith­
metical ratio in forming the diversity index of the combined groups (!) The 
curves received after combining the races are shown for sections III., VI., 
X. and XIV. in curves a j — r/̂ 1 in Fig. 2.
Finally, the sections were also combined, leaving the breaking down 
by race and sex. In this case the number of categories of causes of death
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7. Solid line a n d #  : m ales, broken  line and  o : females. T he m axim um  poin t usually  lalls 
betw een  15 and  24 y ears o f  age. A lte r  reaehing a  tnax itnum  th e  index o f d iv ers ity  usually  
show s a m ono tonously  decreasing  tendency . T he cu rve  o f  m ales in is an  excep tion , where 
th e  deep hollow is d e fin ite ly  followed by a rising period . It is generally  o u ts tan d in g  th a t in 
th e  m iddle  age-groups th e  d iv ers ity  o f  fem ale d e a th s  is g rea ter. In com paring  th e  races 
th e re  is a  m in im al dev ia tio n  in  th e  c j and  d j  p a ir o f  curves, while th e re  is a  m arked  dev ia tio n  
in  th e  e j and  /^ p a ir  o f  cu rves in th e  m ale g roup .
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Fiy. Sot id tine and #  nnates. b roken  tine and  o : fem ales. The in fo rm atio n  concern ing  th e  
cu rves o f  Fig. t .  a re  p a r tia lly  valid  for cu rves and / ) .  T h e  sh ap e  o f  cu rv es a n d  r j
d iffe r m ark ed ly  from  th a t  o f  ttte  re st o f  th e  cu rves and  front th o se  o f  F ig . 1. T h e  v e ry  sm all 
d iv e rs ity  in th e  o tder age g roups in  curve AJ is conspicious.
as a sum of the number of section categories is ] <i i for males and 165 for 
females. The arising diversity index series are depicted in cur ves 5  ̂- in 
Fig. 3. It has to he remembered, here too, that the sections containing large 
number of elements (neoplasms and diseases of the circulatory system) 
dominate itr forming the index of diversity.
The relatively smooth run of the curves show that sampling fluctuation 
is quite small, especially in the middle age-groups.
It can he pointed out that the maximal value observable in the 15 — 25 
year age group both in males and females is the smallest in the white race 
and is the largest in the group "other races". The location of the maximal 
value behaves differently: in both sexes it occurs the earliest in the group 
"other races", and the latest in the white race. It is noteworthy that the
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7' iy. a . Solid tint and  # :  m ules, b ro k en  line and  o : fem ales. A fte r  com bining th e  sections a 
sm o o th er cu rve  is o b ta in ed  (curves 5,1, c l  and  d l) .  B ecause o f  th e  g re a te s t n u m b er o f  e lem ents 
cu rve  d^ is th e  sm oothest in b o th  sexes. A m ax im um  o f  d iv e rs ity  a ro u n d  15 — 24 y ears o f 
age, th e  subsequen t even  decrease and  th e  fem ale dom inance in th e  d iv ers ity  va lues it) th e  
m iddle  age-groups can  be observed. T he hollow  described in th e  tex t is show n in th e  curves 
o f  w h ite  m ales, and  to  a lesser e x te n t in  th a t o f  b lack  m ales.
pairs of curves in the group "other races" run similarly to each other, but 
differ from the four other ones (Fig. 3., curves d)).
The above mentioned ho!tow can tie observed after combining the 
sections in the group of white males, and to a tesser extent in the group of 
black males (Fig. 3.. curves ^  and r)).
It has to be emphasized in particular that the sainpte size was incre­
ased in two completely different ways. In [tooling the races the number of 
cases is increased, while in combining the sections the number of categories 
is increased. The first type of sample size increase usually does not cause 
great difficulties, but the increase of the number of categories usually enco­
unters difficulties. Similarly, the question of sampling fluctuation is also 
open to two interpretations.
It is not easy to explain the tendency of changes of the index of diver- 
sitv as a function of age. Beside biological factors the problems of mortality 
statistics that have been discussed in many places have to be considered. 
Fven if we accepted the set of the mortality categories, the classification of 
certain causes of death would still come up as a basic problem. It is well 
known, that the classification of the ICD lists was based on an eclectic 
system of aspects. E. g. the causes of death in the sections of iniective dise­
ases and neoplasms could be divided according to organs, or influenza could 
be listed among the infective diseases, etc. It has to be considered also, 
that frequently, there is a long interval between the onset of disease and 
death itself.
Notwithstanding, we think that basically, there is a biological back­
ground behind the characteristic- run of the curves. This is supported by 
the fact that after combining the sections, as described previously, when 
the separation bv sections no longer exists, the curves become very similar 
to the curves of most of the sections. And the other way around, the appe­
arance of the charactetistic features in several of the sections indicate the 
common and general nature of the underlying phenomena.
The hollow in the curves that has been mentioned several times can 
be explained by the fact that the frequency of some diseases peculiar to 
civilized communities (e. g. cardiac infarction, lung cancer, diabetes, hepa­
tic cirrhosis) increases abruptly in the affected age groups. The greater 
concern of males also speaks for the role of the way oi living. Because oi 
their special nature the effects of civilization appear in narrow bands and 
because the resistance against them is very low, the distribution of the 
causes of death becomes less even, wiclr in turn decreases the index of 
diversity.*
The development of the maximal value of the series of the itrdex of 
diversity can be traced back to the fact that "aimed" selection falls into 
the background by the age of sexual maturity, after about 30 years oi age 
the biological functions begin to break down in a more deterministic way. 
The phenomenon should be studied further for a more detailed expla­
nation.
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Sex differences in the index of diversity
Certain sex differences can be observed in the curves of Fig. ) -3 . The 
index of diversity is usuaitv greater in the niiddie age-groups of females 
than in the corresponding male groups. This can be explained primatilv bv 
the fact tire above discussed hollow affects the male groups in a greater 
extent. Still, it cannot be stated that the female dominance described pre­
viously ([12], [13]) can be traced track to the above, clear-cut phenomenon. 
More detailed analysis reveals that — as opposed to the hollows in the cur­
ves — female dominance appears in practically every section and in most 
age groups.
For the sake of easier survey let us mark with the letter a; (or /)  the 
event that the index of diversity of the male (or female) group is greater, 
h. g. in section I. in the row "white race the sign of the first event is /, 
because Avithin this section the index of diversity of the Avhite female in­
fants is 0.310, while that ol the corresponding male group is smaller, na­
mely 0.270.
Undoubtedly, information is lost by not considering the degree of 
difference, but the female dominance in the index of diversity can bo de­
monstrated this way. too. It is not calculated cither, whether the difference 
in the indices is significant. Because of the large number of the diversity 
index pairs, hoAVCA'er. it is improbable that the arising bias changed the 
pattern.
In the last four columns ol Table 1. the w./ratios are given by sections 
and races and alter the unilication of races. The sum of the /a and/eA'ents 
in the M./ ratio is mostly less than 22. Avhich is the number of the age gro­
ups. because in the majority ol the age groups the tAvo indices of diversity 
are equal or one oi the members of tire pair of groups contains only one 
element, thus its index ol diversity and the comparison itself arc meaning­
less. It can be seen that by races and sections the index of diversitv Avas 
greater in the mate group only in 3 cases of the 27. After the unification 
ol the races there is a female dominance itr all of the f) sections. This is not 
explained solely by the hollow in the curves.
Concerning the index ol diA crsity as a function of age it can be noted 
that the female dominance is most marked in the middle age-groups, al­
though it is quite Ircqucnt in the rest of the age groups also. The different 
extent oi the hollow as a (unction ol sex may play an important role in this.
I o sum it up. the sex differences in the index of diversitv can be traced 
back partially to the relatiAely low index of diversity in the middle-age 
groups ol males, CA'entuaHv to the differences itr the Avav of liAitrg. Sex 
differences do appear, however, independently of these causes, too.
It deserves attention that the sex difference is distributed among 
the sections. \\ hen the sections are considered separately, especially in the 
middle age groups, the phenomenon can be traced back to some causes of 
death Avidely knoAvn to be more frequent among males. Since female do­
minance can be observed in every studied section, the elementary explana­
tions similar to those described above have their limits, and the solution
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to the problem retjuires not the point of view of the spcci.dist. The sex diffe­
rence in the index of diversity has probably a more genera!, human biolo­
gical background.
The questions of sampling fluctuation
Although a lot of authors have dealt with the sampling fluctuation 
of the index of diversity, in our case a direct observation seemed to be the 
most promising approach. For this reason the study on the data for 1 !)74 
was repeated on that for H)7o [ SO]. The basic components of the difference 
are random deviation ("error") and the difference arising from epidemiolo­
gical fluctuations wich may manifest itself even if the number of cases is 
quite large.
The corresponding series of the diversity indices could be illustrated bv 
curves again. The comparison of the curves of the two years showsn convin 
cingly that the fluctuations due to small number of case may be quite large 
occasionally, but if the number of cases is large enough, good reproducibi­
lity allows for quite detailed analysis. Incidentally, after the first glance 
greater importance can be attributed to the race differences, too. The cur­
ves in Fig. 4. illustrate in the case of neoplasms that the race diflerences 
are greater than the difference between the two years.
The race differences are probably due primarily to those in the wav 
of living.
The curves were analysed together in more detail from the aspect of 
diflerences. disregatding at this point the curves belonging to the combined 
groups. Tims, there were altogether 108 curves, since this is the number of 
free combinations of the years, sexes, races and disease sections. \\*c consi­
dered it a basic question to what extent the above four parameters, as 
compared to each other, contribute to the shape of the cur ves.
A relati\elv simple statistical method was applied to investigate this 
question. To be clear, let us consider the following simple example. Let 
curve g be given and let us examine what parameter-change causes the 
greatest change in the shape of the curve. Deciding on some degree of alte­
ration, the shape of the curve can be compared with that differing onlv in 
sex. then with that differing in year, with that differing in race (two), and 
finally with that diffciing in the 8 disease sections. In the latter two cases 
tm ning to the average of differences the degree of the effect of the font para­
meters can be measured by the above differences. Tire difference between 
two curves can be measured by the quantity
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w here x, and v, (i 1 .2........22) are the indices of diversity belonging to
the i th age group of curves x and r/.
It has to be considered, however, that in some curves certain points 
(diversity indices) are missing, because the total number of cases is 0 or 1.
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/ '/y . /.SulifI tine and  $  : mali s, broken  line and  o : fan ales. T he d ev ia tio n  due to  ¡aee is visibly 
g re a te r  th a n th e y e a r ly d if le re n e e s .
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If any point of the curve was missing, then the i th coordinates were dis­
regarded when comparing with all the other curves. At this point, however, 
it is more adequate to use quantity
where K is the number of coordinate pairs in which at )cast one of the coor­
dinates is meaningless.
From this simple example we arrive at our concrete problem so that 
i? runs all over the set of the 108 curves, and the arising differences are sum­
med up according to the parameters. As every pair of curves appear twice 
in this case, the sums are divided by 2. Thus, the following four quantities 
are arrived at as the measure of the forming effect of the parameters:
— average sum of deviation concerning year:
— average sum of deviation concerning sex:
— average sum oi deviation concerning race:
average sum ot deviation concerning disease section:
where the sums are extended to curve pairs differing only in year. sex. 
race and disease section, respectively. (It has to be noted that the problem 
can be considered to that in an experimental situation with four variables 
in each of its plots one experiment is given, the result of wich. however, is 
vector-valued.)
The above sums were computed by a short computer program: the 
results were:
The results reflect that it is belonging to a disease section that deter­
mines primarily the shape of the curve, then come the effects of race, sex
and finally. but bandy failing behind, the factored'year, tt is ¡nobable that 
with greater number of eases quantity r,. considered as the measure of 
random error, would not approach so closely quantity rg. measuring the 
effect of sox. At any rate, the rank order of r,. tg. r, and r, turned out to be 
as expected.
fn order to estimate the tea) degree of fluctuation due to the small 
number of cases the lt)74 and 1975 diversity indices were con)pared with 
each other for the disease sections of the white males. Accordingly, it can be 
state that only if the number of cases is grater than about 8 — In thousand 
is the deviation of the diversity index less than the allowed 5 — U)%. It can 
also be stated that fluctuations that cannot be neglected do appear even 
with quite large number ofcases. IfX - ]<M). the indices of diversity are not 
reliable at all.
Summary
In the past few decades, as a result of different favourable phenomena 
more and mote suitable statistical assemblies are available lor epidemiolo­
gical studies than before. As it is to be expected this will lead to more as­
pects and methods of epidemiological studies. In the present [taper we 
attepted to offer an example for this possibility.
The investigation is based oti the mortality statistics of Volume 2 of 
the health statistics annual Vital Statistics of the 1'nitcd States. )!)74 and 
!!'73. It can be stressed as a basic feature of the study that surpassing the 
discussion of the individual diseases (causes of death), the object of inves 
tigation constituted the mortality distribution of the population, or rather 
its certain characteristic feature that could be measured bv numbers. 
It was found that studying the diversitv or entropv of disttihution is an 
appropriate way of discovcting a new circle of phenomena.
The results w ere described in more detail by curves in w ich the so called 
diversity index of the distiihution of the causes of death w as co-oidinated 
to the given age gtoup of the deceased. The curves were prepared for groups 
classified according to rar e, disease sections and sex.
llie problems arising from the If!) classification of diseases (causes of 
death), the very small number of categories w ithin certain disease sections, 
the sometimes small number of elements in the sample can ho pointed out 
bom the (actors hindering and rcstiicting the investigation. The systema­
tic l ias ol mortality statistics that has been desetibod frequentiv has to be 
mentioned separately. Still, the characteristic run of the curves is worthv 
of attention.
In most oi the nine studied sections the index of diversity reaches its 
maximum at about the age of 2.7 —37 years, then it decreases continuously 
until the very old ages. In certain cases, for the middle age-groups, there is 
a hollow part oi the curve w ich may be traced back to the vet v high rate of 
certain causes of death peculiar to civilized communities. The phenomenon 
is especially expressed for white males. There is a distinct difference in the 
curves as a function of disease sections and sex: deviations as a function 
of race are smaller.
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in agreement with our previous findings the (ii\etsit\ indiees of the 
femaic groujts were generally greater again.
in the course of studying sanipiing fiuctuation it was estahiished tiiat 
fiuctuation can be kept at a iow ¡evei oniy if the totai nutni)cr of eases is 
iarge (ai)out S —If) thousand deaths).
A simpie study was perforated to decide to what extent the year (1974 
and 1975). sex. race and disease section, as compared to each other, contti 
bute to the shape of the curves. The deviations due to year were considered 
here as sampling fluctuations. It was found that belonging to a disease sec­
tion is tiie decisive factor in determining the shape of the curves.
Returning to our investigation concept, we see quite some opportu 
nity in the processing of the above mentioned morbidity and mortaiitv data 
from a reiativeiy new aspect. E.g. it wouid be wortiiwiie to eiucidatc whet­
her undernutrition, exhaustion and simiiar states cause smaiier or greater 
variousness (diversity) in morbidity (or mortaiitv).
The discovery of the background of the phenomenon aiso eat) for furt 
tier investigations. At anv rate, (ptite genera] bioiogicai factors aiso have 
to be thought of. Reliability theory may tie a discipline that might offer 
an appropriate frame for modcliing and expiaining the phenomenon.
if the supraindividuai aspect is stressed, the ..frequency rote" of cer 
tain diseases (causes of death) becomes manifest, wicii may tie taken over 
tty another disease as the given disease faiis into the background, yielding 
the reiative stabiiity of the index of diversity.
Furthermore, it seems to be perspective to elaborate a line of investi 
gátion which considers a certain population and the corresponding diseases 
as a jointiv moving pair of objects.
For the time being this is oniy fiction, but the rajtái growth of morbi­
dity ami mortaiitv statistics (ptimarily in human context), and the spre­
ading of informatics press for starting simiiar investigations.
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